Discrimination between trunk and head rotation; a study comparing neuronal data from the cat with human psychophysics.
Kinesthetic information from labyrinthine and neck receptors is required for reflex control and conscious perception of posture and movement. This study considers (1) the neuronal responses to horizontal labyrinthine and neck stimulation and their interaction both in the anterior suprasylvian (AS) cortex and in the vestibular nuclei (VN) of cats, and (2) human turning sensation related to these stimuli. Convergence of labyrinthine (L) and neck (N) input of comparable sensitivity was found in 80% of the AS neurons and in only 27% of the VN neurons. At both sites, the on-direction of L-responses as well as N-responses was either to the ipsilateral or to the contralateral side (type I and type II responses, respectively). When combining the two stimuli during head rotation, the two inputs could be synergistic (same on-direction) or antagonistic (opposite on-directions). Their interaction consisted of either an additive or subtractive summation leading to enhanced or depressed interaction responses. These interaction patterns are compatible with the subtractive and additive mechanisms which have been proposed to be essential for the stabilisation of the trunk and of the head, respectively. The psychophysical experiments showed that human turning sensations depend on the part of the body to which they are referred. Subjects taking the trunk as reference, reported similar turning sensations during both labyrinthine and neck stimulation, and weak or no turning sensation during head rotation. This suggests an antagonistic interaction of the two inputs. In subjects taking the head as reference, neck stimulation induced an illusionary sensation of head turning. Its direction was such that it would be synergistic with the vestibularly induced sensation of head turning during isolated head rotation. Thus, there appear to exist parallels between the basic operations performed by neurons in cat and by human subjects during labyrinthine-neck interactions.